Disinformation Stops With You
You have the power to stop foreign influence operations.
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Understand how
foreign actors try to
affect behavior.

Check who produced the
content and question
their intent.

Search for other reliable
sources before sharing.

Ask yourself why you’re
sharing—and let your
emotions cool.

Talk with your social
circle about the risks of
spreading disinformation.

Foreign actors might build
an audience by starting or
joining groups and spreading
entertaining, non-controversial
content. Eventually, they
sprinkle in disinformation
and steer followers to more
extreme positions. The same
actor will do this in many
groups and pit them against
each other.

Foreign actors can spend
a lot of money to make
disinformation seem like
entertainment or news. U.S.
laws require such agents
engaged in political activities
to disclose their relation to
foreign governments. Look
for those disclosures and
think about what slant that
relationship might put on how
they report before accepting it
as truth or linking to it online.

Do a quick search for other
reliable sources before sharing
a controversial or emotionally
charged article, post, tweet,
or meme you read. Studies
show that being well informed
requires getting information
from many places. If it isn’t
from a credible source or if you
can’t find a second reliable
source, don’t share it.

Take a moment before sharing
a link, email, or other message.
Disinformation is designed to
make you feel angry, shocked,
or smug – always ask yourself
why you’re sharing first. Are
you posting to improve the
conversation? Taking no action
can be the best way to improve
a discussion and thwart
disinformation.

It’s probably not worth
engaging with every piece of
disinformation, but if you are
concerned with its spread you
may want to speak out. Share
what you know about the risks
of spreading disinformation
and how you handle it.
Confronting with emotion may
backfire, so when possible,
combine humor with facts.

To learn more about how you can stop disinformation, visit our website at www.dhs.gov/cisa/protect2020.

